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Establish: set up (an organization, system, or set of rules) on a firm or permanent
basis. Synonyms: start, initiate, institute, form, found, create, inaugurate
Romans 8:29-30 - God knew what he was doing from the very beginning. He
decided from the outset to shape the lives of those who love him along the same
lines as the life of his Son. The Son stands first in the line of humanity he
restored. We see the original and intended shape of our lives there in him. After
God made that decision of what his children should be like, he followed it up by
calling people by name. After he called them by name, he set them on a solid
basis with himself. And then, after getting them established, he stayed with them
to the end, gloriously completing what he had begun.

Just a friendly reminder to all of our readers that God is in the creation business and
He always finishes what He starts. The word establish came to mind as I was thinking
about the weekend word.
I know everyone is in a different place in the plans God has for each of us but His
promises to take us through, to start a new thing, to form the beginning of a work He
has already established for you and I - before the foundations of the earth, are
miraculously continuing to manifest and come to fruition in your life and mine. Believe!
I pray that each of you take hold of His promises to lead and guide us in all things and
that we are aware of where He is working because He is always showing us infinite
possibilities to live and continue to be His hands and feet right where we are.
He calls you and I by name because someone Who knows us personally won’t just say
“Hey you!” – they will get on a personal level, and help us see that we have purpose
and there’s a reason for what is happening, always! He has an established agenda for
each of us. I’m sure some of us have been working on the agenda or we are just
starting to see something tangible unfold and maybe there will come times when we
need to step away and come back, and even walk away and allow someone else to
take the reigns, but God will always make the best decisions for us and He’s readily
available and desiring to release His plan to us.
Ask and it will given to you, seek and you will find, knock and the door will be open. He
establishes GREAT things – and what He starts – He sure enough wraps it up in a
Godly fashion! Lean on Him – He will establish you.

I wrote a song back 2001 entitled “The Proper Time” and the who knew… how faithful
God is to establish this way back then – that I would share the lyrics today. Maybe
soon I will put in on my praise page and youtube…. We shall see. 
The Proper Time
How quickly we forget – losing track of time
Fifteen minutes late – get a ticket pay the fine
It only takes a minute to remember
What sin has put you through
Resist it – here’s the reason – He will establish you!
The proper time – will come to pass
Standing firm – humble yourself
You may not be in darkness – but you were there once before
Now God chose you – to touch the world
Looking down the road – far as the eye can see
I pray my feet won’t turn from – where the Lord is leading me
I’ve gotta be prepared to run from evil – and immorality
And speak the words of Jesus – that the lost will be set free!
The proper time – will come to pass
Standing firm – humble yourself
You may not be in darkness – but you were there once before
Now God chose you – to touch the world
~ Let your light shine – it is the right time ~ (repeat & fade)
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